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nets [14] are of special interest. For these nets, all
minimal P-semiflows generate state machines. Therefore, free choice nets can be seen as a collection of
closed queueing networks synchronized through some
transitions avoiding a direct interaction of choices and
concurrency. In this case, the computation of bounds
is based on the application of well-known algorithms
from queueing networks literature to the slowest closed
queueing network embedded in the stochastic Petri net.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the
structure, firing rules, and basic properties of net
models (see [16] for a recent survey). Let us recall some notation here: N = ( P IT IP r e , P o s t ) is a
net with n = IPI places and m = IT1 transitions.
If the P r e and P o s t incidence functions take values
in {O,l}, N is said ordinary. P R E , POST, and
C = POST - P R E are n x m matrices representing
the P r e , P o s t , and global incidence functions. Vectors Y 2 0, y T . C = o (X 2 0, C . x = 0) represent P-semiflows, also called conservative components
T-semiflows, also called consistent components). M
M O )is a marking (initial marking). Finally, U represents a fireable sequence, while a‘ is the firing count
vector associated t o U . If M is reachable from MO (Le.,
30 such that M o [ a ) M ) ,then M = MO+Coo‘ 2 0 and
0‘2 0.
The introduction of timing specification is essential in order to use Petri net models for performance
evaluation of distributed systems. We consider nets
with exponentially distributed timed transitions with
one phase firing rule, i.e., a timed enabling (called the
service time of the transition) followed by an atomic
firing. The service times of transitions are supposed
to be mutually independent and time independent.
We assume that a transition t enabled (I times in a
marking M (i.e., I< = max{k)M 2 k P R E [ t }) works
at conditional speed I< times that it woul work in
the case it was enabled only once (infinite-server semanticst Of course, an infinite-server transition can
always e constrained to a cck-server” behaviour by
adding one place that is both input and output (selfloop with multiplicity 1 for that transition and marking it with k tokens. T erefore, the infinite-server semantics appears t o be the most general one, and for
this reason it is adopted in this paper.
In order to avoid the coupling between resolution
of conflicts and duration of activities, we suppose that

Abstract
This paper addresses the computation of upper
bounds f o r the steady-state throughput of stochastic Petri nets with immediate and exponentially distributed service times of transitions. W e try to deeply
bridge stochastic Petri net theory to untamed Petri
net and queueing network theories. Previous results
for general service tame distributions are improved for
the case of Markovian nets b y considering the slowest embedded subnet (generated b y the support of left
annullers of the incidence matrix of the net). The
obtained results for the case of live and bounded free
choice nets are of special interest. For such nets, the
subnets generated by the left annullers of the incidence
matrix can be seen as embedded product-form closed
monoclass queueing networks, and eficient algorithms
exist f o r their analysis.
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Introduction

The computation of upper bounds for the throughput of transitions, defined as the average number of
firings per unit time, of stochastic Petri nets with exponentially distributed service times of transitions is
considered in this paper. Previous results for general
service time distributions [2,3,4,5,6,7], based only on
the net structure, on the routing probabilities, and on
the mean values of the service time of transitions, are
newly interpreted and improved. Throughput lower
bounds for Markovian nets are studied in a companion paper [8].
The improvement of the throughput upper bound,
for the particular case of exponential distributions, is
based on the consideration of waiting time in queues
places) due t o limited number of servers at transitions
liveness bound of transitions) of the slowest subnet
generated by P-semiflows. The computation of such
bounds is, in general, much cheaper than the exact
analysis of the whole net. If the subnets generated by
P-semiflows have state machine topology, classical algorithms from closed queueing networks analysis, such
as balanced throughput upper bounds [19], throughput
upper bounds hierarchies [ll], or exact mean value
analysis [18], can be used for an efficient computation.
The obtained results for live and bounded free choice
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transitions in conflict are immediate (they fire in zero
time). Decisions at these conflicts are taken according
to routing rates 72 associated with immediate transitions (generalized stochastic Petri nets [l]).In other
words, each subset of transitions { t l , . . . ,t k } C T that
are in conflict in one or several reachable markings are
considered immediate, and the constants r1, . . . , r k E
IR+ are explicitly defined in the net interpretation in
such a way that when t l , . . . ,tk are simultaneously enabled, transition ti (i = 1 , . . ., k) fires with probability
r i / ( x ; = , r j ) . Note that the routing rates are assumed
to be strictly positive, i.e., all possible outcomes of any
conflict have a non-null probability of firing. This fact
guarantees a f a i r behaviour for the non-autonomous
Petri nets that we consider.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2
we recall the throughput upper bounds for stochastic Petri nets with general service time distributions
including both deterministic and stochastic timing)
erived in previous works. An interpretation in terms
of subnets is given. In section 3, an improvement of the
previous bounds is achieved for the case of exponential
distributions for the service time of transitions, computing the throughput of the slowest subnet generated
by P-semiflows with limited-server semantics for transitions. The case in which P-semiflows generate state
machines is considered in section 4. Section 4.1 is devoted t o the free choice nets case. In the case of other
net subclasses, the addition of implicit places [lo] can
have an additional advantage, since new closed queueing networks embedded in the net are created (section 4.2). Conclusions are summarized in section 5.

6,7], we considered stochastic live and bounded Petri
nets as synchronized queueing networks and applied
Little's result to each place of the net. Let us denote
R(pi) the average time spent by a token within the
place pi (response time at place pi). Then the above
mentioned relationship can be stated as follows:

-

M(pi) = (PRE[pi] . T ) R ( p i )

where P R E b j ] is the ith row of the pre-incidence matrix of the underlying Petri net, thus PRE[pi] F is
the output rate of place pi.
The conditions under which equation (1) holds are
very weak, thus this equation is widely applicable. In
the study of computer systems, Little's law is frequently used when two of the related quantities are
known and the third one is needed. This k n o t exactly the case here. In this case, R ( p 4 a n d M(?i) are
unknown, while information about U can easily be
computed for interesting net subclasses. Let us define
the relative firing frequency vector or vector of visit ratios to transitions as di) gfI'(i)P,
where I'(j) = l/Z;
represents the mean interfiring time of transition ti
(i.e., the inverse of its throughput). Here we consider
those stochastic nets whose vector of visit ratios t o
transitions can be computed in an efficient way from
the net structure N and from the relative frequency
of conflict resolutions 72 (i.e., the routin probabilities associated with decisions). This is t%e case, for
instance, for strongly connected marked raphs [3],
live and bounded mono-T-semipow nets [53, live and
bounded free choice nets [4], and FRT-nets [2]. Unfortunately, for other subclasses like simple nets, the
relative firing frequency vector also depends on the initial marking M Oand on the service times of transitions

-

s

2

(1)

Bounds for general service time distributions and their interpretation

In this section we consider the steady-state behaviour of stochastic Petri nets with general service
time distribution or deterministic as a particular case,
under weak ergodicity assumption for the firing and
the marking processes [3]. Weak ergodicity of a process is considered instead of the usual strong ergodicity
concept [13] because this one creates problems when
we want to include the deterministic case as a special
case of a stochastic model. In particular, the marking
and the firing processes of a stochastic net are said t o
be weakly ergodic if the following limits exist (where
T represents the time):

141.

The response times at places R(pi) are unknown.
In fact, they can be expressed as sums of the waiting times due t o the synchronization schemes and the
service times associated with transitions, and only service times are known: s i , i = 1,. . .,m. Thus a lower
bound for the response time at a iven place can be
obtained from the knowledge of tfe average service
time of its output transition (remember that if a place
has several output transitions, they are assumed t o be
immediate), and the following system of inequalities
can be derived from (1):

where 6(i)
is the vector of average service demands of
transitions, with components:

m

and a" are constants and almost e v e y Where
where convergence is assumed (in other words, allsample paths give the same estimation of average values).
A4 and 0" are called the limit average marking and
the limit throughput vector, respectively.
Three of the most significant performance measures
for a closed region of a network in the analysis of
queueing systems are related by Little's formula [15]:
the average number of customers, the output rate
(throughput), and the average time spent by a customer within the region. In previous works [2,3,4,5,

(3)
P-semiflows Y are non-negative left annullers of the
incidence matrix C (i.e., YT C = 0, thus YT . M =
YT . M O for all reachable marking M and YT
=
Y T MO).Now, premultiplying by Y the relation (2),
the following lower bound for the mean interfiring time
of a given transition ti can be derived:

-
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The previous lower bound can be formulated in
terms of a fractional programming problem and later,
after some considerations transformed into a linear
programming problem [171:
Theorem 2.1 [5] For any live and bounded net, a
lower bound for the mean interfiring time I'(i) of transition ti can be computed b y the following linear programming problem:

r(i)>
-

maximum
subject to

. P R E d(i)
YT C = 0
YT .MO= l ; Y 2 0

YT

(LPP1)

If the solution of the above problem is unbounded
and since it is a lower bound for the mean interfiring
time of transition t i , the non-liveness can be assured
(infinite interfiring time). If the visit ratios of all transitions are non-null, the unboundedness of the above
problem implies that a total deadlock is reached by
the net. This result has the following interpretation:
if the problem (LPP1 is unbounded then there exists
an unmarked P-semi ow, and the net is non-live.
The basic advantage of theorem 2.1 lies in the fact
that the simplex method for the solution of a linear
programming problem has almost linear complexity
in practice, even if it has exponential worst case complexity. In any case, algorithms of polynomial worst
case complexity can be found in [17].
For strongly connected marked graphs, the bound
derived from theorem 2.1 has been shown to be reachable for arbitrary mean values and coefficients of variation associated with transition service times [3]. This
is not the case, in general, for live and bounded free
choice nets. However, a reachable bound for live and
safe free choice nets has also been obtained for arbitrary mean service times, by considering some multisets of circuits of the nets [6].
In order to interpret the theorem 2.1, let us consider the mono-T-semijlow net [5] depicted in figure 1.
The unique minimal T-semiflow of the net is X =
( 2 , 2 , 2 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1l)T.
,
Therefore, according
to (3), the vector of average service demands for
=
transitions normalized, for instance, for t 4 is 6(4)
( ~ ~ i , ~ , ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ , ~ ~ , ~ , ~ l be~ s
cause the vector of visit ratios is d4)= X (see [5])
and transitions t 2 , t6, and t7 are assumed to be immediate ( s 2 = s6 = s7 = 0).
The minimal P-semiflows (minimal support solutions of YT C = 0, Y 2 0) of this net are:

Figure 1: A live and bounded stochastic Petri net.

Then, the application of (LPP1) gives:

A

Y1 =
Y2

r(4)

2 max{

253 + + + + S9)/2N11
+
(ss + s10 + s12)/N2,
+ + s13)/N2 }
s4

(4sl+

s5

sg

s4

(s9

s11

(4)
Where Nl > 0 is the initial marking of place p1 , and
N2 > 0 is the initial marking of pi3 and PIS. Now, let
us consider the P-semiflow decomposed view of the
net: the four subnets generated by Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4
are depicted in isolation in figure 2. The exact mean
interfiring times of the second, third, and forth subnets
are s 4 + s 5 i (sS+SlO+slZ) N2i and (s9+Sll+s13)/N2,
respectively (remember t at infinite-server semantics
is assumed). The exact mean intefiring time of t 4 in
the first subnet (generated by Y1) cannot be computed
in a compact way (like the others), because it includes
synchronizations (it has not queueing network topology). In any case, its mean interfiring time is greater
than ( 4 s l + 2s3 s 4 s 5 sg s9)/2N1, because this
would be the cycle time of a queueing network (with~ ~ l ~ i o l ~ i i l ~ ~ ~ l ~ i ~ ) T l
out delays due to synchronizations) of infinite-server
stations with the same average service demands and
number of customers. Therefore, the lower bound for
the mean interfiring time of t4 in the original net given
by (4) is computed looking at the slowest subnet generated by the P-semiflows, considered in isolation.
In the next section, we improve the previous bound
by taking into account that the maximum number of
servers that can be available at transitions of the subnets can be limited by the number of tokens in the
other subnets.

h

+ + + +

l

(2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)T

= (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0)T

Y3 = (0, 0, o,o, o,o, 1,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0)T
Y4 = (0, 0, o,o, o,o, 0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1)T
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sition t of N is:

S E ( t ) s f maximum k
subject to

M O+ C .o' 2 k P R E [ t ]
a20
(LPPP)

Note that the definition of structural enabling
bound reduces to the formulation of a linear programming problem. The following result related to the
above concepts can be obtained:

(N,
MO) be a marked Petri net,
then for all transition t of N , SE(t) 2 E ( t ) 2 L(t).

Theorem 3.1 [5]Let

Figure 2: Subnets of the net in figure 1 generated by
minimal P-semiflows.

3

Improvement
for
stochastic Petri nets

Markovian

As stated erlier, the mean interfiring time of transitions of isolated subnets generated by P-semiflows is
computed in (LPP1) assuming infinite-server semantics for the involved transitions. A more realistic computation of the mean interfiring time of transitions of
these subnets than that obtained from the analysis
in complete isolation is considered now. The performance of a net with infinite-server semantics of transitions depends on the maximum degree of enabling of
the transitions, the enabling bound.
Definition 3.1 [5 Let ( N , M o ) be a marked Petri
net. The enabling ound of a given transition t ofN is
def
E ( t ) = max{k I 3M E R(N,Mo): M 2 kPRE[t]}.

d

In particular, the steady-state performance does depend on the maximum degree of enabling of transitions in steady-state, which can be different from the
maximum degree of enabling of a transition during all
its evolution from the initial marking. Therefore, we
also recall the concept of liveness bound, which allows
to generalize the classical concept of liveness of a transition:

The interest of the above theorem lies in the
fact that for those nets whose exact liveness bounds
of transitions cannot be computed efficiently, upper
bounds can be always obtained by solving the linear
programming problems (LPP2), i.e., by computing the
structural enabling bounds.
Going back to the semantics of transitions, the
number of servers at each transition t of a given net in
steady-state can be supposed to be limited to its corresponding liveness bound L ( t ) (or to its structural
enabling bound which can always be computed in an
efficient manner), because this bound is the maximum
reentrance (or maximum self-concurrency) that the
net structure and the marking allow for the transition.
For the case of exponential distributions of the service time of transitions, the knowledge of the liveness
bound of transitions for a given net allows to improve
the throughput upper bound computed in theorem 2.1
by investing an additional computational effort.

( N ,MO)be a live and bounded
stochastic Petri net with constant muting probabilities
defining the conflict resolution policy and exponential
distributions for service time of non-immediate transitions. For each transition t , let L ( t ) be its liveness
bound. Let Y be a feasible solution of the problem
(LPPl) and
the corresponding value of the objective function in (LPPl). Let
be the exact mean
interfiring time of ti computed for the isolated subnet
generated by Y , with L(t)-server semantics for each
involved transition t. Then:
Theorem 3.2 Let

Definition 3.2 [5] Let (h/,Mo) be a marked Petri
net. The liveness bound of a given transition t ofN is

where I'(j) is the exact mean interfiring time of ti in
the whole net.
The definitions above refer to behavioural properties. Since we are looking for computational techniques at the structural level, we also recall the structural counterpart of one of the concepts.
Definition 3.3 [5] Let ( N , M o ) be a marked Petri
net. The structural enabling bound of a given tran-

We restrict ourselves to stochastic nets with null or
exponentially distributed service times because in this
case, there exists a well-known technique for computing the values of I$:,
by solving the embedded continuous time Markov chain [l].
We give now an interpretation of this improvement
from a queueing theory point of view:

tr

IW r(4)

i7N1I

9144 2.98

184

Table 1: Comparison between exact mean interfiring
time of t4, and the upper bounds obtained from theo r e m 2.1 and 3.2,for different values of N I and N2,
for the net in figure 1.
the case of equal routing rates of t 2 , t 6 and t7 when
they are in conflict), and the upper bounds obtained
from theorem 2.1 and 3.2 are collected in table 1,
for different values of the initial marking. The table
also compares the number of tangible markings [l] of
the original net and of the considered subnet. The
reader can notice that the obtained improvements are
significant in all cases. Notice also that for the case
of N 1 = 5, N2 = 4, the number of tangible markings of the original net is greater than 250000,while
the number of tangible markings of the subnet keeps
"quite manageable" 898 markings). The computation of exact values t es several minutes in a SPARC
Workstation while the bounds can be evaluated in a
few seconds. All the computations have been obtained
using the tool GreatSPN [9].

Figure 3: Subnet of the net in figure 1 generated by Y1,
with L(t)server semantics for each involved transition

t.

I

Interpretation. Both the bound presented in section 2 and the presented in this section are based on
the computation of the mean interfiring time of transitions of subnets generated b y P-semiflows considered
in isolation. In the first case, since infinite-server semantics is considered for the isolated subnet, the real
unknown) response time at places is lowerly bounded
y the service time of transitions, but waiting time due
to synchronizations is not considered at all. Now, the
bound f o r the response time at places is improved taking into account not only the service time but also a
p a r t of the queueing time due to synchronizations: the
time in queue when L ( t ) servers is the maximum available at each transition t.
As an example, let us consider again the net depicted in figure l. The liveness bounds of all transitions can be computed by solving the correspond-

4

I

In this section, we study the particular case in
which the subnets generated by P-semiflows of a given
net have state machine topology. Such subnets are
called P-components. The interest of that case lies in
the fact that Markovian Petri nets with state machine
topology are product-form monoclass queueing networks. Therefore, well-known efficient algorithms exist for the computation of exact values of the throughput (or bounds for it). First we present the particular
case of live and bounded free choice nets. After that,
the possible extensions to other net subclasses are considered.
4.1 F'ree choice nets case
Let N = (P,T,Pre,Post) be a Petri net and
P' E P . N' = (P',T', Pre', Post') is called a Pcomponent of N iff N' is the subnet of N generT and Pre', Post' are the reated by P' (i.e., T'
strictions of Pre,Post to P' and T') and tlt E T':
I't n P'I < 1 A 12' nP'I 5 1 (i.e., N' has state machine
top ologyr:
An important result in the structure theory of nets
assures that each minimal P-semiflow of a structurally
live and structurally bounded free choice net generates
a P-component :

instance, that N1 2 N2. Then the subnet generated
by P-semiflow Y1, considered with L(t)server semantics for each of the transitions t , is the one depicted
in figure 3. Now, theorem 3.2 can be applied for the
improvement of the throughput upper bound of transitions derived from (LPP1). In general, the subnet in
figure 3 has far less reachable markings than the original net. Therefore, the computation of the throughput bound takes considerably less computational effort
than that needed for computing the exact throughput.
Assume that exponentially distributed service times
are associated to timed transitions, with means 61 =
~3

= ~4 = SS = sa = sg = ~

1 =
0

si1 = 512

P-semiflows and embedded queueing
networks

=~1=
3 1,

Theorem 4.1 [12] Let N = ( P , T ,Pre,Post) be a
structurally live and structurally bounded free choice

while transitions t 2 , t6, t7 are immediate. The comparison between exact mean interfiring time of t 4 (for
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net and Y 2 0. Y is a minimal P-semipow of N ifl
the two following conditions hold:
a) vp E P : Y(p) E {0,1}.
b) There exists a P-component of N , N' =
(P',T',Pre',Post' such that IlYll = P', where
llYll= { p E PlY(p]'> 0) is the support of Y.

We remark that a P-component (state machine) has
the topology of a monoclass queueing network. At
this point, let us interpret again, from a queueing theory point of view, the linear programming problem
(LPP1) for the case of live and bounded free choice
nets:
Interpretation. Let Y be a minimal P-semipow of
a live and bounded free choice net and
(.

r;)

Figure 4: A live and bounded free choice net.

- YT . PRE . fi(i)
-

As an example of application of theorem 3.2 for the
particular case of live and bounded free choice nets, let
us consider the one depicted in figure 4. Assume that
routing probabilities are equal to 1/3 for t l , t2, and
t 3 , and that t7, t&,t g , t 1 0 , til, t12 have exponentially
distributed service times with mean values s7 = 88 =
sg = 10, sl0 = sll = s12 = 1. The P-semiflows of the
net are:

Y T .MO

its corresponding value of the objective function in the
problem ( L P P l ) . Then
is the exact mean interfiring time f o r station (transition) ti if the closed monoclass queueing network generated by Y (P-component)
is considewd in isolation, with delay stations (infiniteserver semantics f o r all transitions) and general service time distributions. Moreover, each optimum solution Y* of ( L P P l ) (note that more than one can exist)
corresponds to a slowest closed queueing network (Pcomponent) embedded in the net.
Let us remark that the throughput of transitions
(with infinite-server semantics) in the isolated Pcomponent is insensitive (i.e., independent) to the d i s
tribution of service time of transitions. This is not
the case for multiple-server (but finite) semantics. For
those servers, the response time at places depends not
only on the service time but also on the waiting time
in queue, and the actual throughput does depend on
the number of servers at each station and on the form
of the service distributions.
Now, we recall a result which provides an efficient
method for the computation of liveness bounds of
transitions, for the case of live and bounded free choice
nets.

Y1 = (lllllll,lll,llololo,ololo)~
Y2 = (O,O,0, 0,1,0,0,1,0,0, l,O,O)T
Y3 = (0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0)T
Y4 = (O,O, 0 , 0, o,o, 1,0,0,1,0,0,1)T

Theorem 4.2 [4] Let (h/,M O ) be a live and bounded
free choice net. Then, f o r all transition t of n',
SE(t) = E(t) = L(t).

In other words, the liveness bounds of transitions
(actual number of servers needed at transitions in
steady-state) of live and bounded free choice nets can
be obtained by solving the problem (LPP2).
Since P-components generated by P-semiflows of
a live and bounded free choice net have monoclass
queueing network topology and we are considering
exponential servers, such P-components can be seen
as product-form queueing networks (if FCFS service
discipline is assumed) and well-known efficient algorithms for their analysis can be used [18] instead of
the enumerative technique based on the derivation of
the embedded continuous time Markov chains.
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Then, if the initial marking of p11, p12, and p13 is
1 token, and the initial marking of p1 is N tokens,
the lower bound for the mean interfiring time derived
= max{30/Nl 11,11,11). For
from (LPP1) is
N = 1, the previous bound, obtained from Y1,.gives
the value 30, while the exact mean interfiring time IS
31.06. For N = 2, the bound is 15 and it is derived also
from Y1 (mean interfiring time of the P-component
generated by Y1 , considered in isolation with infiniteserver semantics for transitions). This bound does not
take into account the queueing time at places due to
synchronizations ( t 4 , t 5 , and t 6 ) , and the exact mean
= 21.05. For larger valinterfiring time of t l is
ues of N , the bound obtained from (LPP1) is equal to
11 (and is iven by P-semiflows Y2, Y3 and Y4). This
bound can %e improved if the P-component generated
by Y1 is considered with liveness bounds of transitions
t 4 , t S , t 6 , t7, tal and t g reduced to 1 (which is the
liveness bound of these transitions in the whole net .
The results obtained for different values of N are c d
lected in table 2. Exact values of mean interfiring
times for the P-component generated by Y1 were computed using the mean value analysis algorithm [18].
This algorithm has O ( A 2 B )worst case time complexity, where A = (Y *)T . MOis the number of tokens at
the P-component and B = YT ePRE.1 is the number
of involved transitions (1 is a vector with all entries
equal t o 1). As for the results in table 1, exact computation takes several minutes of the CPU of a SPARC

y~ . P E E . jj(i)
= r$i
YT.C=O; YT.Mo=l; Y 1 0
16.03
15.03

15
11
11
11
11
11

20
16.67
15
14
12
11.34

(5)

where r$)Sis the optimum value of (LPPl), and must
be computed before.
Now, it is easy to understand that, among the above
optimum solutions, those with less liveness bounds for
involved transitions should probably give slower embedded queueing networks. This is because, if only a
few servers exist at a given transition, the waiting time
of tokens in the input places will be larger. A "natural" way t o select those P-components with expected
less number of servers at involved transitions is to solve
a linear programming problem with expresions ( 5 as
constraints, and with the same objective functicn t an
in problem (LPP1) but modifying the vector D(i),dividing the mean service time s, of each transition t j
by its corresponding liveness bound L ( t j ) . Intermediate situations can be considered dividing each s j by a
quantity ranging from 1 + 6 (with 3 > 0) t o L ( t j ) .
An algorithm for the previously argumented heuristic can be as follows:

Table 2: Exact mean interfiring time of t l , bounds
obtained using (LPPl), and the improvements derived
from theorem 3.2, for different initial markings of p1
in the net of figure 4.

b

Workstation while bounds computation takes only a
few seconds.
We also remark that other techniques for the computation of throughput upper bounds (instead of exact values) of closed product-form monoclass queueing networks could be used, such as, for instance,
balanced throughput upper bounds [19] or throughput
upper bounds hierarchies [ll]. Hierarchies of bounds
guarantee any level of accuracy (including the exact
solution), by investing the necessary computational
effort. This provides also a hierarchy of bounds for
the mean interfiring time of transitions of live and
bounded free choice nets.
Since the statement of the theorem 3.2 holds for
every feasible solution Y of (LPPl), it holds for each
optimum solution Y' and the bound computed in theorem 2.1 can be eventually improved for exponential
distributions as follows:

Step 0. Compute L ( t ) for each t , solving the problem
(LPP2).
Step 1. Solve the problem (LPPl). Let
optimum value.

I'$i be its

Step 2. For k := 1to K solve the linear programming
problem (LPP(k)):

maximize YT . PRE . Gf)
subject t o YT . P R E Sd(')=
YT.C=O; YT.Mo=l
YZO

I'$i

Corollary 4.1 An improvement of the throughput
upper bound computed in theorem 2.1 can be obtained
of theorem 3.2 for an opcomputing the value
timum solution Y' of the problem (LPP1). Moreover, the improvement is strict if and only if the
P-component generated b y Y' contains more than
min{L(t) I t E P-component} tokens.

8')

where
is a vector with dimension equal to
the numter of transitions and components

Let Yk be one optimum solution of (LPP(k)),
k = 1, ..., K .

Taking into account that the number of optimum
solutions of (LPP1) (giving the same value of the objective function) can be theoretically exponential on
the net size, the next question that must be answered
is: Which optimum solution(s) of problem (LPP1)
should be considered in order to obtain a greater improvement with the application of corollary 4.1?
We now present an algorithm for the computation of an improvement of bounds given by problem
(LPPl), based on a possible heuristic for the selection of some optimum solutions of this problem. The
heuristic gives the possibility of selecting an arbitrary
number (I of optimum solutions of (LPPl). The way
of selecting only optimum solutions among all feasible
solutions of that linear programming problem consists
of considering the following constraints:

Step 3. For k := 1 to K compute the mean interfiring
time r!) of the isolated P-component associated
to Yk assuming L(t)-server semantics for each
transition t , using (for instance) the mean value
analysis algorithm.
Step 4. Select max{rf) I k = 1,.. . , K } as the new
lower bound for the mean interfiring time of
transition ti.

As an example, let us consider the live and bounded
free choice net in figure 5.a. In fact, we have selected a marked graph for simplicity: in this case
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Figure 5: An example of application of the heuristic
algorithm.

Figure 6: Application of the heuristic when the liveness bounds of all transitions are equal.

the subnets generated by minimal P-semiflows are elementary circuits. From a queueing theory perspective, the example does not lase generality because
even though the embedded queueing networks have
visit ratios equal to one for all transitons, arbitrary
average service demands can be obtained changing
the associated mean service times. Assume that service times of transions are exponential with means
s1 = s2 = s3 = s4 = s5 = s6 = s7 = s g = 2 and
sg = S ~ O= si1 = ~ 1 =
2 si3 = si4 = ~ 1 =
5 ~ 1 =
6 1.
Then, the application of (LPP1) gives I'(')
= 4.
This optimum value is obtained for two different feasible solutions (circuits), generated by the P-semiflows:

not good. Fortunately, this case is easy t o detect at
Step 0), and there exists an alternative heuristic or
the selection of an optimum solution of (LPP1):

z

maximize Y ~ . M ~
subject to Y T . ( P R E S6(i)- I'$$Mo) = 0
Y T . c = 0;Y 0
(LPP3)

>

>

That is, since all P-components include transitions
with the same maximum number of servers, we can
expect that the slowest P-component is the one with
the maximum number of tokens, and thus with maximum response time at places, waiting for an available
server.
As an example, look at the net depicted in figure 6.a. Assume exponential service time distributions with means s1 = sa = s3 = s4 = 2 and
s5 = S6 = s7 = sg = 4. The application of (LPP1)
gives )'(?I
2 max { !,
f } = 8. The optimum value
is reached with two different feasible solutions, the circuits generated by:

Y, = (1,1,1,1, o,o, o,o, 0,. . . , 0)T
Y2 = (O,O, o,o, 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , .. . ,O)T
The application of the above heuristic for K = 1
selects the first one, because the liveness bounds of
the involved transitions in Y1 are equal to 1 (less than
those in Y2): (LPP(1)) gives the optimum value equal
to 4 for Y1, while the other feasible solution Y2 gives
only 2 (the service times of the involved transitions in
Y2 are divided by their corresponding liveness bounds,
which are all equal t o 2). Then, the queueing network generated by Y1, with liveness bounds of transitions equal to 1, must be solved (figure 5.b). Mean
value analysis aplied to this network gives the follow5.
ing bound for the mean interfiring time of t l :
While the exact mean interfiring time in the whole
net (obtained solving the embedded continuous time
Markov chain, with 10515 states) is I'(') = 5.87.
Let us remark that, in the particular case in
which the liveness bounds of all transitions were equal
( L ( t ) = L , for all transition t), the problems (LPP(k))
would not select any "better" solution. All the feasible
solutions would give the same value for the objective
function of each (LPP(k)): I'$i/(l+ k ( L - l)/K). In
this case the heuristic used by the above algorithm is

9,

Y1 =

(1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0)~
Yz = (O,O, 0 , 0,1,1,1,1)T
The liveness bound of all transitions is equal t o 1.
Therefore the problem (LPP(l)) does not select any
P-component. However, the application of problem
(LPPS) selects the circuit generated by Yz, because it
contains a greater number of tokens than the circuit
generated by Y1. Then, the application of the mean
value analysis algorithm to the network generated by
Y2, with liveness bound of transitions equal t o 1 (fig10. And the exact
ure 6.b) gives the bound I'(l)
mean interfiring time of transition t l in the original
net is I'(l) = 13.14.
Last but not least, let us remark that also the
net structurebased improvement derived in [7] can be

>

>
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Figure 7: The addition of implicit places improves the
bound.

Figure 8: (a) Net non-covered by P-components,
which is covered by four P-components after the addition of three implicit places (b).

taken into account before the application of the algorithm presented above. In other words, the addition of
implicit places can generate new, slower P-components
in the net [lo], that must be considered as feasible solutions of problems (LPP(k)) in the algorithm.
As an example, consider the net in figure 7.a.
Exponential service times are associated with transitions t 3 and t4 with means s3 = s4 = 5. Transitions
t l , t 2 , and t 5 are immediate. Assuming that the conflict at p1 is solved with equal probability for t l and
t z , the vectors of visit ratios and average service demands to transitions are (see [4]) ?$’) = (1, l, l, l, 2)T
and 6(l)= (0,0,5,5,0)T. The minimal P-semiflows
are Y1 = ( l , l , O , O , l ) T and YZ = (l,O,l,l,O)T. The
;} = 2.5.
problem (LPP1) gives I?(’) 1 max
Now, if the place p6 is added t o the net with initial
marking equal to 1 in order to be implicit see figure 7.b), the following P-semiflow is generate6: Y3 =
(1,1,1,0,0, l)T. The application of (LPP1) yields:
r(l)>- max { %,
= 3.3.
An additional improvement can be obtained applying corollary 4.1. That is, considering the Pcomponent generated by Y3 with liveness bounds of
t 3 and t4 equal to 2 (see figure 7.c). The exact solution of this embedded queueing network gives the
bound: r(l)1 3.75.
The exact mean interfiring time is
= 4. Therefore, the relative error has been reduced from 37.5%
of the first bound ( I ’ ( l ) 1 2.5) to 6.25% of the last one
(r(l)13.75).

P-semiflows corresponding to those P-components.
We refer the reader to [lo]. Figure 8.a has been
taken from that paper, and shows a live and bounded
mono-T-semiflow net (which is not a state machine)
with a unique minimal P-semiflow which covers all the
places: Yo = (2,1,1,1, l)T. Therefore, it does not generate a P-com onent. However, three implicit places
can be added Pfigure 8.b) in such a way that four new
P-semiflows are created:

Y1 = ( 1 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 ) ~
Y2 = ( 1 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 ) ~
Y3 = ( l , O , O , O , l , O , O , l ) T
Y4 = ( 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) ~

{g,

that generate four P-components which cover the
whole net. The approach presented in the previous
section can be applied to the resulting net.

4, F}

4.2

5

Conclusions

We have addressed the problem of computing upper
bounds for the throughput of transitions in Markovian
Petri net models or the corresponding synchronized
queueing networks .
Until now, only the net structure, the routing probabilities, and the mean service time of transitions had
been used in order to compute such bounds.
In the particular case of exponential distributions
associated with timing of transitions, a considerable improvement can be obtained considering the
throughput of the slowest subnet generated by a Psemiflow, considered in “partial isolation”, i.e., considering the maximum reentrance in steady-state (or
liveness bound) of their transitions, allowed by the rest
of the net.
For the case of live and bounded free choice
nets with Markovian timing (exponential distributions), since all minimal P-semflows generate “state
machine-topology” subnets, they can be seen as embedded closed product-form monoclass queueing networks, and efficient algorithms can be applied for
the computation of their exact (or upper bound on)
throughput .

5

Non-free choice nets case

For other subclasses of nets (e.g., mono-T-semiflow
nets), P-semiflows in general do not correspond to Pcomponents of the net. In this case, the subnets generated by the support of the P-semiflows do not have
product-form solution and cannot be analysed using
the mean value analysis algorithm. In order to solve
this problem, a technique consisting of the addition
of some implicit places can be used [lo]. In fact, for
structurally live and structurally bounded nets, a set
of implicit places can be added to the net such that it
can be covered by P-components, and the algorithm
presented in the previous section can be applied to the
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For more general structurally live and structurally
bounded net subclasses, the addition of a set of implicit places leads to nets that can be covered by subnets with state machine topology. Therefore, the same
techniques as for free choice nets can be applied.
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